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The King's love is fickle; he's gorgeous, intelligent and has power beyond the average man. He doesn't have to be kind. He can give a glance or a smile and women will fall to their knees. Being by his side makes you the most powerful woman in the world. But the moment he tires of you, or you become an inconvenience, you are nothing, no one. I've heard of his reputation. He has left a trail of shattered hearts across Europe. If there will ever be a woman to win his heart, they'll need to know his mind first..."

When cunning servant Madeline Black helps her mistress throw a party, she meets King Alexander, a seductive royal who can't keep his eyes off her. Then, she is sold by her mistress and whisked away to Buckingham Palace to be apart a royal servant staff. Though she knows his reputation and tries to focus on her duties, she constantly finds herself in his presence. Unable to resist, she is soon succumbing to her desires in every corner of Windsor and Buckingham. But, as Napoleon moves across Europe, Princess Sofia of Spain takes refuge at Windsor and the pressure for Alex to marry her is high. Nonetheless, they continue to sneak around to enjoy the pleasures of their trysts. Despite their need for each other, can their relationship survive the society they live in?

WARNING: This book contains frequent sex scenes and graphic language. If you would like the Non-Erotic version go here:
https://www..com/Historical-Romance-Majesty-Forbidden-Victorian-ebook/dp/B01HPH9X0S/
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This book is addicting. It has the right amount of suspense and romance to keep me coming for more that I can’t wait for more works from the author. I read to get away from the world for a little while and this book helped a lot... Thank you and I recommend it to all people who want to escape in the world of books.

What I really enjoyed about this novel was the attention to detail regarding the historical aspects of the book, I’m usually not a huge fan of historical fiction because of the inaccuracies about the time period, but this book was full of details that were both descriptive and accurate. The author did her research about the time, or visited must have visites England, for that was my favorite part about this book. I couldn’t have imagined the characters any differently, a feisty maid with sticky fingers who catches the eye. If the most powerful man in her country, a playboy prince who is ready to turn England upside down for the woman he loves, a vulgar knight who is a breath of fresh air when reading about pompous “proper” lord and ladies, and a timid princess who is conflicted on performing her duty to her country, or herself. All the characters have a secret side to them that makes the plot even more enticing. While it can be boring and a little predictable waiting to see how the romance between Alexander and Madeline unfolds, the reader is never left with a dull moment. The mystery behind Swan Manor and the looming threat of usurpers within the castle keep the story juicy and continuously demanding to be read (and can't forget the graphic erotica scenes!). I cannot wait until the next book :)

I first read this book on wattpad and I loved it there. When I heard that it was on sale for 99 cents I jumped at the opportunity. I can’t wait for the second book to be published. I am currently reading it on wattpad but when it come out I will be buying it. AJ Phoenix is an amazing author and I hope she continued use writing for awhile!!

I’m a very picky reader. It has to have just the right amount of romance, a high - but not over bearing - amount of drama, and a main character who doesn’t take any crap. Of course once I do find that book I’ll read it once give it a clap and move on. Well not MFM. that one I’ll read, give a standing
ovation, be upset with my boyfriend for not being like Alex, then read again. It's simply beautiful and makes me want to try harder at my dreams of being a writer. To being able to transfer all the words and emotions as smoothly and hanging as AJ does would be a huge success for any writer. Thank you for all that you give and for sharing your work with us. Never stop please.

Honestly, I've never read a historical fiction novel before this, but I am a fan of romance and am so glad I gave this book a try! It's extremely well written and the first few pages suck you in. I could not put it down and read the entire thing in a matter of hours. This book was an emotional rollercoaster; it made me laugh, cry, bite my nails in anticipation of what would happen next, I cannot wait to read the second book! I absolutely MUST know what happens next! I got so attached to the characters and I truly felt like I was transported back in time, I cannot say enough good things about this book. If you're a fan of romance, erotic writing, historical fiction, no matter the genre I am sure you will be pleased with this book!

Absolutely Wonderful and oh so very hot, sexy and steamy🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥🔥 The author of this book AJ_Phoenix is an amazing writer they did a FANTASTIC job on the book the dates and time line were wonderful the characters were enjoyable and easy to connect with. I got totally drawn into the story and time line of this book, It felt like I was transported back in time. I have read the second book all ready and I'm totally in love with the series. I WOULD DEFINITELY RECOMMEND THIS BOOK TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS. All I can say now is good luck to the author AJ_Phoenix and I can't wait to read black swan 😊

This book is seriously wonderful. I love how the author described the inside of the castle, she's well-researched I'm sure. The way she writes puts a vivid picture on my mind. If you like reading novels set in the 19th century, this is for you! Can't wait for the sequel.

This book was really good. When I read I use it to get away from The Real World and step into another to forget about my problems and read about someone else’s, for the drama and entertainment. I was able to laugh and get mad at some of the characters. I don't tend to read historical romance books, because I'm left disappointed. This one was great with everything you would want in a book. I love what she did with Madeleine. She doesn't let Madeline be pushed over by anyone and she stands for what she wants also how she is very opinionated. I loved how she described all the castles and scenery it felt like I was in seeing it all for myself. Another thing is the
book doesn’t just focus on Alex and Madeleine romance it focuses on how Alex is trying to be
overthrown by his cousin, how Greg and Sophia may have a romance ,and the mystery about Swan
Manor. I like how the author made Alex and Madeline have arguments with one another it didn’t just
show that there relationship was perfect. The ending made me tear up a little.I would definitely
recommend this book to anyone, and I can’t wait for the next book to be released.
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